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My Future in Writing Consultancy 

Introduction 

As a writer and peer tutor, I have discovered in myself a deep interest in helping others 

with their writing. I believe that we as humans are continually told why we are not good at 

certain things, and we begin to believe that; I also believe that we as humans are created to 

communicate with others. Writing should come easily, but if we believe that we are not good at 

it, we will become disheartened and not be as great as we could be. We were made to share our 

stories, and I would love to equip people to do so. Through the course of this class, I have 

learned several practices to help me become an effective writing consultant, and I have become 

excited and passionate about doing this with the rest of my life. 

The thing that influenced this decision the most is the people. I honestly love seeing 

people‟s eyes light up in understanding. In many cases, I have been able to help either a student 

or a friend understand different grammar rules or why there needs to be more details in a paper. I 

love being able to help people understand that writing is not a monster to be afraid of, but a pet 

that is docile and willing to do as we command.  

With that being said, I have crafted four separate genres that will help prepare me for a 

future in the field of writing consultancy, as well as highlight what I view as the most important 

part of being a writing consultant: encouragement. The genres I have chosen for this project are: 

an interview, a blog post, a painting, and a few advertisements. These genres will both further 
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my knowledge of the field of writing consultancy and prepare me to work as a writing consultant 

after I graduate. The interview I conducted with freelance editor Amanda Gabrell gave me 

incredible insight into the field of freelance editing that can be carried over to the field of writing 

consultancy. The blog post I created provides insight into why I chose to become a writing 

consultant, along with information about what a writing consultation looks like and the job of the 

writing consultant. The painting I created showcases the role of the writing consultant in its basic 

form: encouragement. And finally, the advertisements I created will be placed both online and in 

public areas. The smaller ad is for websites like Facebook, where it will be showcased on the 

side of the webpage and will contain a click-through link to my website. The bigger ad is more 

for personal handouts. This will provide me with a way to get to know potential clients. Both ads 

contain the idea that my job as a writing consultant is to help writers become better. 

Writing consultants are usually found at writing centers, which are massively beneficial 

to communities, specifically in scholarly arenas. They have the power to help students and others 

understand writing as a subject and the power words have to offer. One great example of a 

writing center is 826 National, which is a writing center that has chapters spread throughout the 

country. They support students through one-on-one tutoring and work with students in a variety 

of places and contexts. One of the most impactful things about 826 National is they not only 

tutor students on how to be great writers, they also help students create school newspapers, 

which contain only articles that are written by the students. 826 National is currently leading in 

the field of writing centers; they bring new ideas to tutoring students in creative ways. They 

pride themselves on their ability to get students excited about writing, and they are good at what 

they do. I would like to be as great at helping writers as they are, and by studying the way they 

work, I will be able to at least become better at what I do. 
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But even while 826 is a great writing center ideal, I think the thing that will help me the 

most personally is Tutor Index. This is a website students and parents go to for help with grades 

in many subjects, including English. I could potentially become a registered tutor and connect 

with students easily through this venue.  

One tutor I have personally had the privilege of working with, Ms. Vicki Scullion, was 

able to encourage me both in my writing and my tutoring. Upon beginning our consultation on a 

narrative piece I had written for class, Vicki read aloud my first paragraph, allowing me to hear 

my writing aloud for the first time. This showed me how much reading a paper aloud can help a 

writer hear any mistakes or awkward wording. Vicki complimented me on how professional my 

writing was, and she continued reading my piece silently, commenting along the way about 

different sentences or phrases she thought sounded good. After she was finished, she asked for 

more concrete details. She said she loved what I was saying, but she wanted to know more. She 

was also a little confused about the flow of time in the piece, and we talked through what I could 

add into the piece to help the reader understand the flow of time. This consultation was 

beneficial to me because it brought a new perspective on how I could make my writing better. 

This consultation equipped me for future writing. Since this consultation, I read my writing aloud 

to listen for awkward wording and mistakes, and I try to read my writing from the viewpoint of 

someone who does not know me; I add details as is necessary for others to understand fully what 

I am saying. This consultation is one example of many where a student went into a writing center 

and came out a better writer afterwards. 

An interesting thing Jeff Brooks says in his article “Minimalist Tutoring: Making the 

Student Do All the Work,” “Our message to students should be: „Your paper has value as a piece 

of writing. It is worth reading and thinking about, like any other piece of writing‟” (3). I agree 
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with this with every fiber of my being. One of the ideas I believe in the most is encouragement. 

Although yes, we are here to help a student with his/her paper, we are also here to coach students 

through the knowledge they need to not only survive in the academic world, but to thrive in their 

everyday lives. Encouragement has the power to change a person‟s mindset from thinking, “I 

completely suck,” to thinking, “Wait, I am good at this one thing,” and eventually to, “I can take 

on the world! I can succeed in life.” As a writer and tutor, there is no greater joy than to watch 

that hope and self-esteem light up a student‟s eyes.  

 

Genre 1: Interview  

 In early October, I was helping a friend Margaret with her writing, when she confided in 

me that she did not believe in herself because of all the reasons why her writing is not the best, or 

even as good as it could be. I was able to coach her through this and leave her excited about the 

future and inspired to continue writing. During that meeting, I decided I want to do this for the 

rest of my life. I also decided I want to start as soon as possible. I figured the best to do this 

would be to ask around about how to get started and the best practices of both freelance editing 

and writing consultancy. 

October 31, I met with freelance editor Amanda Gabrell for an interview. Many of my 

questions were inquiries into the field of freelance editing, but I also asked her about writing 

consultancy and her viewpoint on what it is and the relevance of writing consultants in today‟s 

society. The insight I gained during this interview will last me a lifetime; much of her advice 

about editing can be carried into the field of writing consultancy, and it can and will be applied 

in my professional career. 
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 When talking about the relevance of writing consultants in today‟s society, Amanda said, 

“I think in this age where people of all walks of life…are writing, the use of a consultant is 

key…because, let's face it, everyone can write, but few people can write well.” Although what 

Amanda says comes across as a bit sarcastic, what she says is true. Many people in today‟s 

society have good ideas for books or speeches, or any manner of writing, but they do not 

necessarily know the right or best way to go about getting it written, and more importantly, 

getting it written well. It is then the job of a writing consultant to come alongside the writer and 

assist in crafting the piece into the writer‟s vision of what it should be. In the tutoring center, this 

includes helping a student interpret both the assignment and the teacher‟s corrections. It also 

includes pinpointing the main problems the student has with his/her writing and helping the 

student work through those problems and understand why they are problems to begin with. 

Oftentimes, students learn a lot and are grateful to the tutor for the help. 

One of the most impactful things Amanda told me is, “Keep communication open at all 

times.” Amanda explained to me that she had made a certain mistake by not communicating as 

much as she could have. The job got done, but the project could have run more smoothly and 

quickly if she had continued communication with her client the entire time. We can see this in 

the tutoring center in different ways. One particular example is when a tutor simply edits a 

student‟s paper. Along the way, a student can begin to feel as though the paper is no longer 

his/hers, especially when the student does not understand why a certain correction is being made, 

but the correction is made several times throughout the paper. The best thing a tutor can do, 

instead of editing the paper, is go through the paper with the student explaining why corrections 

are being made, asking the student if he/she understands the concept or thinks a correction needs 

to be made, and ask questions, such as: “Why is this here?” or “Is there a better way you can say 
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this?” or “What is the subject of this sentence, and what is it doing?” This keeps communication 

with the student open, so that the student has more input into his/her own paper, and, 

consequently, this provides the student with more ownership and knowledge of the paper and its 

contents. 

Another thing Amanda said was that editing, and writing consultancy as well, is about “a 

balance between the writer‟s ego and your experience.” I think this reflects a big part of what 

writing centers and tutoring and consultations, as well as the editorial field, are all about. We as 

tutors and writing experts have this knowledge that people come to us to gain. They want to look 

good and sound smart to their audience, whoever it may be: a teacher, classmates, or a larger 

group of people. But at the same time, they have said what they want to say in the way they want 

to say it; tutors and writing consultants walk a thin line between correcting grammar and guiding 

style, and completely changing the meaning of a writer‟s work. In some cases, an author might 

take criticism in a negative context. In one particular experience I had with a student in the 

tutoring center on campus, the student was struggling with confusing/awkward wording. I would 

give the student a few different ways of re-wording a sentence or phrase, and the student took a 

moment to think of her own way to say it. The student was an independent thinker; she did not 

want to write her paper in any way but her own. I saw no problem with this; in fact, I 

commended her on her ability to think of her own way to say things. However, this may pose a 

problem if the writer is stubborn about using his/her words and is not open to suggestions.  

Amanda also said, “Editing is not about you; it is about them.” This places the focus on 

the writer instead of the piece of writing, which is something the writing center stands for in its 

very essence. Tutors and writing consultants are not meant to simply edit papers; we are meant to 

focus on writers and helping them become the best writers they can possibly be.  
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Another thing Amanda told me as a beginner is to start small. “Take all projects, even if 

you don‟t get paid. If you do a good job for one person, he/she will tell the next person and so 

on. Soon, you will be receiving calls and jobs from people who were referred to you by past 

clients.” She advised me to not be choosy with my talents, because a worker who will take on a 

lot of work without getting overwhelmed is valuable to clients and potential employers. 

Amanda‟s main client base stems from friends and previous clients who know Amanda‟s that she 

is a good editor and hard worker, who is easily available and easy to work with. As long as I can 

start helping people with their writing now, with the advice Amanda gave me, I will likely be 

able to continue growing a client base as she has. 

I asked Amanda for any final advice. She offered this tiny morsel: “Learn you craft. Love 

your craft.” I think this is the most valuable advice a person can hear, because if you don‟t know 

or love what you are doing with your life, people are going to see that. People will be able to tell 

that you do not care about what you‟re doing, and they will not come to you for your help. If I go 

out into the world claiming to be this expert about writing, but do not know grammar rules or 

style issues, people will not take me seriously. They will neither return for future help nor refer 

others to me, and this would hinder me in my career. 

This interview helped me to understand how the field of freelance editing works, as well 

as the relevance of writing consultancy in today‟s society. Amanda‟s advice is both beneficial 

and applicable to my life. Because of the information she has given me, I feel more prepared for 

the career path I have chosen. I realize that all it takes is communication, a trusting relationship 

with the consultee, determination and endurance on the job, and a passion for knowing and 

loving my chosen career path. 
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Genre 2: Blog Post 

I have developed a style in my blogging which often brings a new perspective on topics 

to my readers, but also to myself as well. This genre deals specifically with the reasons for 

having a writing consultant and how a consultation works. It includes my experiences in the 

writing center on campus, as well as reasoning and history in the field of writing centers. You 

may also find this piece posted on my personal blog at http://meglynch203.wordpress.com. 

This blog post is structured in a specific way that will help the reader stay focused on the 

reading. It begins with the answer to an unspoken question: what will I be doing after graduation, 

and why? I explain why I chose to become a writing consultant, providing a brief synopsis of a 

consultation I had in October. I decided to give the consultee a nickname in order to not offend 

her or share her information over the Internet. The paragraphs in the post are relatively short, 

which provides the reader with breaks to rest his/her eyes from the harshness of the computer 

screen if need be.  

After the answer to the first question, I move into the answer to the question, “What is a 

writing consultant, and what does a writing consultation look like?” I begin the answer with a 

short video clip from YouTube. This video shows up inside the blog, so that the reader may 

watch the clip without leaving the page. This video clip not only provides the reader with 

information about what a writing consultation may or may not look like; it also provides a break 

from the long lines of text. It is something new for the reader to look at, instead of focusing on 

retaining information in only one format.  

After the video, I explain more of what my job as a consultant looks like, as well as what 

a writing consultation might look like. I also give a brief explanation of my plans for the future. 

The blog can be found at this link, but I am also pasting it here for your benefit. 
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My Future in Writing Consultancy 

I entered this semester with less excitement than a sloth. Three out of the four classes I am taking 

are business courses, and as an English major, that feels like a pure (boring) abomination. While 

I understand that a Business minor will help me in the "real world," Accounting is just a painful 

class to go through. 

The other class, my one English course for the semester, is Peer Tutoring. I originally chose this 

course because it was the only upper level English course offered this semester that I had not yet 

taken. I was a bit apprehensive at the start. I used to believe that I did not work well with others; 

I didn't have the patience to help others understand what made perfect sense to me. I was worried 

about what would happen through the course of the semester. I was so scared I would do it 

wrong and mess everything up, and then fail the class. 

What actually happened was that I found within myself a deep love of everything the writing 

center and writing consultants stand for, at least, in my own eyes. I fell in love with helping 

others become the best writers they can be. I fell in love with seeing that smile spread across the 

face of a student who has just understood how to correctly separate a run-on or why a comma is 

needed in certain areas. I fell in love with the moment when students realize that they are, in fact, 

NOT completely stupid. I began wanting to have this moment in other cases; I wanted to bring 

this realization outside the walls of our writing center and into the minds of not only all of the 

students at our school, but everyone I possibly could. 

Roughly a month and a half ago, I met with a friend, Maggie, to help her with her writing, 

when something unexpected happened. She began telling me all of the reasons why she could 
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never be a great writer. See, Maggie never graduated from high school; her highest degree is a 

GED. Writing is something she has always wanted to do, but for certain reasons, she didn't 

necessarily believe she could. All I could do was encourage her and help her focus. Her writing 

is not bad writing; she just needs a helping hand that is able to not only point out her weaknesses, 

but walk her through how to make them strengths. 

And I can do that. I want to do that. I decided that day: this is what I want to do with my life. I 

want to help the people who think they're helpless realize their true greatness and watch them 

become all they can be. 

With that being said, many of you might have the question; what is a writing consultant, and 

what does a writing consultation look like? 

Perhaps this short clip will help: 

[youtube=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMaeLbvN_Ow] 

The main job of a writing consultant is to be a resource for the consultee. In the writing center, 

consultants are available to help students with their writing in any way necessary. The problems 

students might face are focused into two categories: Higher Order Concerns (HOCs) and Lower 

Order Concerns (LOCs). HOCs include the organization and focus of a paper or piece of writing, 

while LOCs refer to smaller issues, such as grammar and punctuation. HOCs are more important 

because mistakes in these areas can lead to confusion and lack of understanding on the part of 

the reader. Since HOCs are more important in overall writership, problems in focus, 

organization, and theme are what tutors seek while reading through a paper with a student. 
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Tutors are not meant to simply edit papers. We are meant to focus on making better writers, not 

necessarily papers that will make an "A" grade. 

In the real world, this translates into helping people to not just publish novels or poetry, but to 

create great pieces of artwork with their words. My plan as a writing consultant is to come 

together with new/fellow writers and give them a helping hand so that they can make their 

dreams come true, the best way possible. 

 

Genre 3: Painting  

“Everyone is a genius, but if you judge a fish on its ability to climb a tree, it will spend its 

entire life believing it is useless.” -Albert Einstein 

The concept behind this painting is one particular aspect of the consultant-consultee 

relationship: encouragement. In many cases, a student comes into the peer tutoring center with 

little or no self-esteem, and it can be hard for the tutor to help the student understand that he/she 

is actually NOT completely useless, but is this not the purpose of the tutor? We should come 

behind the teacher, interpret corrections in an easy-to-understand manner, and walk through the 

problems with the student as opposed to for the student. We should encourage the student to 

continue the writing process and not give up, because the student is, in fact, not completely 

useless. 

But I see this issue of low self-esteem in other cases as well, not only in the tutoring 

center. For example, I was helping Mrs. Margaret Peterson with some of her writing, and as I 

was reading through a non-fiction narrative she had written, she began telling me a bit more 

about her life. She told me all the reasons why she could never be a good writer, how she failed 
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out of high school and has never gone to college, and the reasons kept coming. She continued 

talking about how horrible her grammar is and how her writing just does not get organized 

because her thoughts can tend to be scattered. I sat and listened the entire time, nodding in 

understanding, and as the tears began to fall, I handed her a napkin and a smile. 

I think the greatest, and possibly the simplest, thing to do in this situation is toss the 

person a smile and these whispered words: “You can do it.” At times, it‟s all a tutor really can 

do. Start with a smile, take a breather from the paper, and walk the writer through their strong 

points before going back to what needs to be made better. 

I began the painting with this concept in mind:  

 

I wanted to create a visual that represents the mindset of some students and the most 

important part of being a tutor/consultant. In many cases, students believe the worst about 

themselves. They truly believe they are stupid, unwanted, detestable, although they may not have 
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the ability to put this into words. Students are used to teachers telling them that they are wrong, 

or at the very least, not right enough. Students are used to hearing from friends and 

acquaintances that they are dumb, and no matter how much of a joke it might seem at the time, 

students believe it more and more each and every time they hear it; we all do. I believe it is the 

tutor‟s job to come into the midst of all the bad thoughts the student is having about him/herself 

and not necessarily prove those thoughts wrong completely, but to empower the student and help 

the student believe the best in the situation and the best in him/herself. 

In this painting, the student and the bad thoughts are consumed in darkness, and the light 

infiltrating the space and shining on the silhouette of the student represents the positivity and 

encouragement of the tutor. I believe that the light of the tutor‟s words and smile might just be 

enough so that the student will no longer feel as bad about him/herself and will begin to see the 

goodness and intelligence inside his/herself. 

This is a picture of the final product: 
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Genre 4: Advertisement 

 Because writing consultancy is something I enjoy doing and plan on doing in the future, I 

am creating a few advertisements for myself. The point of these ads is to highlight the good 

points of using a writing consultant and the help I am able to give to those who need it. 

 My first ad is a detailed ad designed for personal hand-outs and various places online.  

 

This second ad is for online websites, such as Facebook and Google. It is designed to be 

small and easy to read. A link to my website will be available as a click-through link. 
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 These ads focus mainly on empowering people to become writers, and this is shown in 

the handing off of the pen from one hand to another. Because of this, the ads portray the idea that 

anyone can be a writer, which I truly believe with every fiber of my being. This is what I want to 

be the main idea people know me for, that I can and will help people become the writer they 

have always wanted to be. 

 

Conclusion 

 Through the conduction of the research and different genres, I have come to the 

conclusion that a career in writing consultancy would be a good decision for me. Among all of 

the aspects of being a writing consultant, I think the most important part is 

encouragement/empowerment. No matter what else comes from a consultation, the 

student/consultee should come out of the consultation feeling better and brighter. I am capable of 

making students feel empowered, as though they can write well, regardless of how many 

mistakes needed to be made, and that is why I believe this is a good career path for me to choose. 
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